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Full results can be found here:
https://www.flashvote.com/portsmouth-nh/surveys/downtown-parking-09-23

https://www.flashvote.com/portsmouth-nh/surveys/downtown-parking-09-23


Visiting Downtown



Do you know Parkmobile?



Reasons you haven’t used Parkmobile



Which of the Following is true?



Unfiltered responses

1. A two‐decade resident, I have never once paid to 
park downtown, instead choosing to walk or cycle.

2. There is plenty of parking in Portsmouth, fears 
about lack of parking are a fallacy.

3. I am downtown often and never have a problem 
finding parking.

4. Stop ticketing tourist’s they are the economic 
engine that fuels this city

5. We need more short term parking downtown 
such as , 15 min, 30 min and 1 hour and no long 
term parking, along with more handicap spots.

6. Parking problems are overrated. Locals should get 
a greater discount.

7. I often come downtown to grab lunch. I may only 
need 15‐30 min. I’d like to use ParkMobile
more but it only makes sense if I am staying an hour or 
more. Would be great if there was a way
to use for shorter durations.

8. I would like police backup when I confront people 
parking in my assigned space

9. We need less parking. More bike lanes, outdoor 
dinning, and outdoor spaces.

10. The processing for getting park mobile discount is 
too cumbersome for residents. Mine fell off
and I have a hard time finding time to go to the parking 
office



Summary: Big Picture

Presentation title

Those who report using the parking 
system and mobile app frequently, 
also report an easier time finding 
parking.

Infrequent users of the system or non-
app users report more challenges 
finding parking, or navigating the 
system



Other Takeaways

• This is one good set of data to help inform the 
work of the Parking Utilization group and this 
Committee.

• It is a representative sampling of current 
sentiment around parking and the ParkMobile 
application.

• Create messaging to alleviate pain points and 
barriers to mobile app adoption and promote 
the resident discount.

Presentation title
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